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Abstract

Competency-based medical education (CBME), by definition, necessitates a robust and multifaceted assessment system.

Assessment and the judgments or evaluations that arise from it are important at the level of the trainee, the program, and the

public. When designing an assessment system for CBME, medical education leaders must attend to the context of the multiple

settings where clinical training occurs. CBME further requires assessment processes that are more continuous and frequent,

criterion-based, developmental, work-based where possible, use assessment methods and tools that meet minimum requirements

for quality, use both quantitative and qualitative measures and methods, and involve the wisdom of group process in making

judgments about trainee progress. Like all changes in medical education, CBME is a work in progress. Given the importance of

assessment and evaluation for CBME, the medical education community will need more collaborative research to address several

major challenges in assessment, including ‘‘best practices’’ in the context of systems and institutional culture and how to best to

train faculty to be better evaluators. Finally, we must remember that expertise, not competence, is the ultimate goal. CBME does

not end with graduation from a training program, but should represent a career that includes ongoing assessment.

Introduction

Competency-based medical education (CBME), by definition,

necessitates a robust and multifaceted assessment system

(Norcini et al. 2008). Assessment and the judgments or

evaluations that arise from it are important at the level of the

trainee, the program, and the public. For trainees, CBME

requires enhanced attention to formative assessment to ensure

they receive frequent and high-quality feedback to guide their

development and the acquisition of the necessary competen-

cies (Carraccio et al. 2002; Bing-You & Trowbridge 2009). For

those trainees with deficiencies in certain knowledge areas,

skills, or attitudes, CBME can provide an ‘‘early warning

system’’ to guide remedial action; for the few trainees who do

not and will not ever possess the minimum level of

competence required for medical practice, early identification

will facilitate an earlier and fair exit from medical education.

On the other end of the spectrum, more advanced trainees can

receive frequent, formative assessment that allows their

training to be focused more effectively, thus potentially

facilitating their more rapid advancement – to the ultimate

benefit of patients, society, and the trainees themselves.

At the program level, effective assessment provides the

information and judgment necessary to enable program-level

decisions about trainee advancement to be made reliably and

fairly (Hawkins & Holmboe 2008). Effective assessment also

potentially reduces dependence on educational ‘‘dwell time’’

as a proxy for competence – a characteristic that describes

most current medical education programs (Carraccio et al.

2002). The aggregation of assessment information across

trainees provides valuable feedback on the training program’s

curriculum as part of continuous quality improvement. In the

United States, aggregated measurement of competence in

training programs has been proposed as a way to allow the

accreditation system to evolve in a manner that places more

emphasis on the attainment of educational outcomes and less

Practice points

. A competency-based approach to medical education

relies on continuous, comprehensive, and elaborate

assessment and feedback systems.

. Ideally, a major portion of the assessments should be

performed in the context of the clinical workplace and

should be criterion-referenced.

. Assessment facilitates the developmental progression of

competence.

. A number of useful assessment methods already exist;

work should focus on helping training programs use

such methods more effectively.

. New assessment tools and approaches will need to be

developed for ‘‘new’’ competencies such as teamwork,

systems, and quality improvement, among others, to

fully realize the promise of CBME.
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on process and structure; such a system would thus be focused

on continuous quality improvement (Goroll et al. 2004; Nasca

2008). This is not to say that program evaluation should be

based solely on aggregate assessment data, but simply that

without using aggregate information as part of the ‘‘synthesis’’

in judging programs, it is hard to imagine how we can fulfill

any of the promises of outcomes-based education.

Finally, robust, accurate assessment is essential to profes-

sional self-regulation, a privilege granted to medical education

but increasingly viewed with skepticism and cynicism world-

wide. For example, the governments in Australia, Canada, and

the United Kingdom have become more directly involved in

the regulation of medical education, and similar conversations

are beginning to occur in the United States (Chantler & Ashton

2009; Shaw et al. 2009; Medicare Payment Advisory

Commission 2009). Training a physician is a very expensive

enterprise for which, in almost every country, substantial

financial support is provided from the public purse. CBME

therefore provides an opportunity to regain public trust by

using precious resources more wisely and efficiently, ensuring

that all trainees attain high standards of knowledge, skills, and

attitudes in the key competencies expected of them.

The setting of training and
assessment

After the early years of medical school, most education occurs

through the care of real patients in clinical settings. Although

various forms of simulation are becoming standard (Issenberg

et al. 2005; Cleland et al. 2009), learning and assessment will

occur predominantly in the clinical workspace for the

foreseeable future. This requires that any evaluation system

incorporate a robust and effective work-based assessment

program. Traditional approaches to measurement, based in the

psychometric imperative, have been leery of work-based

assessment, given the biases inherent in the clinical setting

and the challenges of ‘‘adjusting’’ for contextual factors that

make it difficult to determine the ‘‘true’’ score, or rating, of

competence (Rethans et al. 2002; Williams et al. 2003; Govaerts

et al. 2007).

The implications of these considerations for CBME is that

this approach to medical education must account for and

incorporate contextual factors arising from the clinical setting

into assessment processes.

Clinical microsystems

The predominant clinical units where trainees work and

learn – for example, ambulatory clinics, hospital wards,

surgical suites, and intensive care units – are microsystems.

As defined by Nelson and colleagues, a clinical microsystem is

‘‘a small group of people who work together on a regular basis

to provide care to discrete subpopulations of patients. It has

clinical and business aims, linked processes, and a shared

information environment, and produces performance out-

comes’’ (Nelson et al. 2007).

Microsystems provide the context for work-based training

and assessment. Although it follows logically that a prerequi-

site for CBME would be that trainees work and learn in

functional microsystems to enhance the attainment of compe-

tency, the assessment system is also inevitably embedded in

the microsystems of the training program, making it important

for educators to carefully consider how the culture and

functionality of these multiple microsystems affect assessment

processes (Rethans et al. 2002). Unfortunately, there is

substantial evidence that trainees too often learn and work

in dysfunctional microsystems. This reality may be a major

impediment to CBME in general and to assessment in

particular (Bowen et al. 2005; Reddy et al. in press; Hafferty

& Levinson 2008). However, beyond the contextual issues, our

understanding of clinical microsystems can help to inform our

decisions about how an effective assessment system for CBME

should move forward.

Necessary components of an
effective assessment system

Assessment should be viewed in the context of a complex

adaptive system (McDaniel & Driebe 2001; Nelson et al. 2007).

Complex adaptive systems share several important character-

istics. First, they consist of multiple interconnected elements,

including individuals who have the capacity to learn from one

another, to adapt, and therefore to change (Suchman 2006).

Assessment systems consist of multiple ‘‘agents’’ (e.g., faculty

members, peers, patients, and other non-physician health care

providers) using multiple assessment methods and tools (e.g.,

exams, mini-CEX, audit, multi-source feedback, simulation,

etc.) in collaboration with the trainee in a competency-based

training model. Understanding these interactions and how they

adapt and change is crucial to creating, maintaining, and

constantly improving a CBME assessment system. Table 1

correlates the nine factors identified for successful clinical

Table 1. Microsystem success factors and assessment system correlates.

Microsystem success characteristic Assessment system correlates

Information and information technology Portfolio, preferably electronic

Leadership of microsystem Clerkship and program directors

Macrosystem support of microsystem Support and resources from department chair and institution

Patient focus Appropriate clinical experiences; measuring patient experience

Staff focus Faculty development in assessment; involvement of non-physicians in assessment

Interdependence of care team Working in interdisciplinary teams; teamwork competence

Process improvement Continuous quality improvement of assessment methods and training tools

Education and training Competency-based; developmental clinical experiences; milestones and benchmarks

Performance results Outcomes of training; at minimum, competence needed to advance to next stage

Assessment in CBME
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microsystems with what these factors might look like for a

successful assessment system. With this framework in mind,

we will now explore six key features and components of

effective assessment in CBME.

1. Assessment needs to be more continuous and
frequent

As Carraccio and colleagues have outlined (2002), a compe-

tency-based education program emphasizes formative over

summative assessment. This is not to say that summative

assessment is unimportant; indeed, the medical education

community has a professional obligation to the public to

ensure that its trainees are ultimately competent for unsuper-

vised practice. A greater emphasis on formative assessment,

while supported by educational theory (McCowan 1998;

Hodge 2007), is also consistent with work on the development

of expertise through ‘‘deliberate practice’’ (Ericsson 2006,

2007). The deliberate practice concept highlights the need for

effective coaching, mentoring, and feedback. Feedback is only

as good as the assessment that informs it: inaccurate

assessment leads to ineffective feedback and potentially

delayed development. However, effective feedback can be a

powerful tool for professional development (Hattie &

Timperley 2007).

As noted by Hattie and Timperley in their extensive review

across the continuum of education, feedback may be the most

potent ‘‘intervention’’ in helping learners progress (Hattie &

Timperley 2007). Feedback in clinical education is a complex

process involving specific skills that must be tightly integrated

into the assessment system (van der Ridder et al. 2008). We

now know that, when performed in isolation, self-assessment

is not only ineffective but is potentially dangerous (Davis et al.

2006; Eva & Regehr 2008). Furthermore, feedback is a key

component that guides trainees in more meaningful self-

directed assessment-seeking behaviour that is critical in a

competency-based system (Eva & Regehr 2008). An effective

CBME system must continuously link robust assessment with

equally robust feedback on a continuous basis.

2. Assessment must be criterion-based, using a
developmental perspective

A normative approach to assessment, based on comparable

trainees within an institution, makes the attainment of true

outcomes very difficult. As a result, standards are too often set

below appropriate expectations. A simple example might help

to illustrate the problem. The insertion of central venous lines

is an important procedure for many trainees to know how to

perform, but is associated with potentially serious patient

complications. A growing number of residency programs in

the United States have mandated simulator training before

allowing residents to perform the procedure on patients in

hospital. One of these programs compared performance on

central line insertion at baseline and after training using a

criterion-based approach. At the baseline assessment, essen-

tially all the residents failed to meet the criteria for minimal

safety in independently performing central line insertion: in

other words, simply getting the line into the right vessel was

not enough. In fact, the baseline performance among the

residents was remarkably similar, making the point that a

normative approach to assessment in this situation could have

led to a mistaken judgment that most members of the group

were competent, when in fact everyone was incompetent to

insert central lines safely (Barsuk et al. 2009).

Criteria should also to be developmental in nature, where

appropriate. Defining the criteria in developmental terms,

commonly called milestones or benchmarks, allows programs

to determine whether the trainee is on an appropriate

‘‘trajectory’’ (Green et al. 2009). Milestones provide specific

guidance on trainee progress throughout the continuum of

their training program. For example, the milestone for effective

counselling by an intern at 12 months would be the effective

use of the basic elements of informed decision-making for

uncomplicated issues (e.g., starting a medication with known

risks), but by 24 months he or she must be able to engage

patients and family members in shared decision-making for

complicated diagnostic and therapeutic scenarios. Milestones,

in effect, become the blueprint for assessment and help to

guide the appropriate selection of assessment methods

and tools, and can help to create the holistic narratives or

‘‘stories’’ of where trainees should be developmentally (Green

et al. 2009).

3. Competency-based medical education, with its
emphasis on preparation for what the trainee will
ultimately do, requires robust work-based
assessment

Simulation and other non–work-based forms of assessment

will continue to grow in importance, as they should.

Simulation, in particular, provides a venue for deliberate

practice, including immediate assessment and feedback during

the early stages of learning, while protecting patients from

potential harm (Issenberg et al. 2005). Nonetheless, assess-

ment must also be based on ‘‘authentic’’ encounters and

frequent direct observation (Carraccio et al. 2002; Williams

et al. 2003; Govaerts et al. 2007). Although some have noted

the lack of strong evidence that work-based assessments are

better than more traditional forms (Norcini 2003), we believe

that work-based assessment is an essential component of

CBME, especially given the greater need for formative

assessment and feedback.

As a result, a CBME assessment system places more, not

fewer, demands on faculty. Faculty work side by side with

trainees on a daily basis and are therefore in an excellent

position to provide real-time evaluation and feedback. They

need to be keen and accurate observers of trainee perfor-

mance, but despite this central role, we know very little about

effective faculty observation skills and behaviours (Williams

et al. 2003; Govaerts et al. 2007). Of the limited studies

performed to date on observation, all have demonstrated that

faculty frequently fail to identify deficiencies in trainees’

clinical skills (Herbers et al. 1989; Kalet et al 1992; Holmboe

2004). Few studies have described an attempt to improve

direct observation skills through faculty development (Noel

et al. 1992; Holmboe et al. 2004; Cook et al. 2009); the only

one that showed any benefit concerned assessment conducted

E. S. Holmboe et al.
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in a controlled setting rather than in clinical environments with

real patients (Holmboe et al. 2004). One of the major

challenges will be how best to train faculty to be more

accurate observers and better assessors of performance,

especially with respect to the complex interactions and

contextual factors involved in actual patient care that often

cannot be reproduced and measured with simulated patients.

In addition, faculty corroboration of trainee findings and

judgments through other supervisory activities beyond direct

observation are also important inputs into effective assessment

(Kennedy et al. 2007).

4. Training programs must use assessment tools
that meet minimum standards of quality

The community needs to move away from developing

multiple ‘‘home-grown’’ assessment tools and work instead

toward the adoption of a core set of assessment tools that will

be used across all programs within a country or region.

Medical education has suffered from too much variability in

the choice and use of assessment tools, akin to the variability

seen in the delivery and quality of health care (Fisher et al.,

2003). Several frameworks are available to guide the evalua-

tion of the quality of assessment tools. One of these, the

utility index (van der Vleuten 1996), is a simple but useful

formula:

Utility ¼ validity� reliability � educational impact

� acceptability � cost effectiveness:

Another framework, recently developed by the ACGME’s

Advisory Committee on Educational Outcome Assessment,

uses a hybrid approach that, combining elements of the utility

index and a grading system based on clinical guidelines,

produces a ‘‘report card’’ summary for a specific assessment

tool (Swing et al. in press). However, a word of caution is in

order: we cannot wait for the ‘‘perfect’’ assessment tools but,

rather, must use the best combination of tools available for the

purpose. It is also important to highlight the fact that being

‘‘good enough’’ does not depend only on whether a tool has

satisfactory psychometric characteristics. A number of assess-

ment experts are arguing for a broader conception of

measurement that considers constructivist approaches and

incorporates, instead of adjusting for, context into the

assessment process (Govaerts et al. 2007).

A number of tools have been studied for work-based

assessment, but too many have been studied only within single

institutions, or have not been sufficiently investigated for

validity, reliability, and other attributes. For example, the best-

studied assessment tool for direct observation is the mini-CEX;

although at least 20 studies of this tool are now in print, we still

lack a full understanding of how best to utilize it (Kogan et al.

2009). The primary reason for this state of affairs is the lack of

recognition that any work-based assessment tool is only as

good as the individual using it (Landy & Farr 1980; Murphy &

Cleveland 1995). For CBME to be ultimately successful, we

need not only a combination of better assessment tools

but also more skilled faculty and other assessors who will use

them.

5. We must be willing to incorporate more
‘‘qualitative’’ approaches to assessment

Qualitative approaches to assessment could include written

narrative and the synthesis of conversations that occur during

evaluation sessions. Research has shown that valuable and

defensible information can be obtained during evaluation

sessions, especially with respect to difficult competencies such

as professionalism (Hemmer et al. 2000; Battistone et al. 2001),

and that qualitative methods can be used reliably to judge

portfolios (Driessen et al. 2005). In fact, as a synthetic and

comprehensive approach to assessment, portfolios require a

mixed approach to judging overall competence not only as

part of an evaluation system (Holmboe et al., 2006) but also as

an important component of continuous professional develop-

ment and maintenance of certification (Holmboe 2008).

Some have argued that there is too much emphasis on the

‘‘objectification’’ of assessment when judgment can just as

effectively be expressed in words instead of numbers

(Govaerts et al. 2007). For example, the results of a direct

observation assessment by faculty could be synthesized into a

number on a rating scale, a categorization using words of

judgment (e.g., ‘‘satisfactory’’), or a narrative description (e.g.,

‘‘the trainee appropriately began the patient interview with an

open-ended question and effectively gathered key information

for diagnosis’’). All three have the capacity to provide a

judgment, but the narrative example provides the level of

specificity needed by the trainee to make improvements and

develop learning plans.

6. Assessment needs to draw upon the wisdom of a
group and to involve active engagement by the
trainee

No single individual should make judgments about the

competence of a trainee in isolation, especially for summative

decisions (Swing et al. 2010). Assessment in a CBME system

must actively engage the resident in the assessment process.

The concept of ‘‘self-directed assessment seeking’’ for practis-

ing physicians is an equally important concept for trainees

(Eva & Regehr 2008). CBME demands active involvement by

the trainee, and programs must empower trainees in assess-

ment. When it is done well, the assessment process of CBME

should prepare trainees to maintain, at a minimum, compe-

tence over the course of their careers. Multiple studies suggest

that too many practising physicians in the past were

unsuccessful in this pursuit (Choudhry et al. 2005). Ensuring

that all physicians have the skills to seek and perform reliable

and valid assessments of their own practice performance is

essential to the maintenance of competence (Duffy et al.

2008). It is conceivable that milestones and other descriptive

performance criteria developed as a part of CBME will provide

helpful guidance for self-assessment during a physician’s

training and career.

Future concepts for assessment

Future assessment approaches will need to focus more on the

interactions involved in competence and clinical practice than

Assessment in CBME
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simply on the tasks of being a physician. This is especially true

with regard to the interaction between trainees and the

microsystems where they train, which includes the interactions

trainees have with all individuals working in the microsystem.

Until recently, we have viewed the ‘‘system’’ mainly as context

for assessment. However, we are now beginning to recognize

that physicians need specific knowledge, skills, and attitudes

to work successfully within microsystems. Examples of such

microsystem competencies include working effectively as a

member of a team and effective interprofessional interactions

with non-physician health care providers. The dividing line

between systems as providing a ‘‘context’’ for competency and

as a specific facet of ‘‘competency’’ is increasingly blurred, for

competency is not only demonstrated within the specific

context of a system but also pertains to engagement with the

system itself. In other words, one element of competency is

how effectively a trainee or physician interacts with the

system, either to get a task or process done well, or to change

the system in order to improve a clinical care process.

Trainees will need these skills when they become

responsible for working and leading microsystems of their

own. For CBME, an essential philosophical question for

assessment will be what and how much ‘‘adjustment’’ for the

microsystem should be part of the assessment of trainees, and

what aspect of trainees’ interactions with their microsystems is

itself a competency.

Finally, evaluation – the judgment aspect of the assessment

system – must be integrative and synthetic. One of the major

criticisms that has been made of CBME is that it has a

propensity to reduce learning and assessment to a series of

‘‘checkboxes’’ (Leung 2002; Talbot 2004). However, we do not

believe that the philosophy and theories underpinning CBME

are at all inconsistent with integrative and interactional

assessment. The power of robust, multifaceted assessment

facilitates a process that can synthesize the results of

longitudinal and developmental assessment into a more

comprehensive, holistic evaluation that is more than the sum

of its parts. Human judgment, whether applied in the

construction of multiple-choice questions or the use of

standardized patients and simulation, or as applied in direct

observations by faculty, patients, and other health care

providers, will be part of the assessment process for the

foreseeable future. The challenge for the work-based assess-

ment aspects of the CBME system is to maximize the quality of

human observation and judgment.

Research agenda

Like all changes in medical education, CBME is a work in

progress. Given the importance of assessment and evaluation

for CBME, the medical education community will need to

embark on more collaborative research to identify best

practices of assessment in the context of systems and

institutional cultures. This research will require consideration

of new strategies that incorporate the best of both quantitative

and qualitative methods and deliberately include context as a

key component of the research. ‘‘Realistic evaluation’’ and the

(UK) Medical Research Council’s strategy on studying complex

interventions are two models that warrant attention for medical

education research (Pawson & Tilley 1997; Campbell et al.

2007).

The other urgent area of need is to determine how to train

faculty to be better evaluators. Despite the central role of

faculty in both teaching and assessment, we still know

soberingly little about how faculty members conduct their

assessments and how best to improve their evaluation skills.

Although assessments by others such as patients, peers, and

other health care providers are also critical, and despite the

fact that simulation has much to offer, faculty cannot and

should not be removed from the process. At a minimum, it is

part of a faculty member’s professional responsibility to

perform evaluations.

Finally, our assessment frameworks need to account for

expertise. As we study approaches to assessment within the

competency-based model of medical education, we must

remember that CBME does not seek competence as an

ultimate state, but rather recognize that expertise is the end

goal. CBME does not end with graduation from a training

program, but should be integral to a career that includes

ongoing assessment.
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